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Purpose: Today physical training becomes an integral part of the European education system as it brings knowledge and insight centered on principles and concepts of the 21st-century learning skills. The article offers an analysis of the structural model, content and goals of the basic physical education projects in the professional teacher training system of Denmark. As this country has gained a positive experience in creating its own strategies for reforming all the important teacher education components, based on the widespread use of modern motion-focused technologies in the learning process.

Material: Data for this study were collected from multiple sources of Ukrainian, European and Danish educational environments at various time points from 1990 to 2019. Three cultural generations of 50 scientific articles that researched the topics of physical training teachers' education have been chosen.

Results: Our research reveals that the Danish strategy of “healthy nation” with the “sports-for-all” approach calls for the new generation teachers, pedagogically competent in their physical training subjects and able to promote healthy life thinking.

Conclusions: Three major projects: “Learning in motion”, “Put the school into motion”, “Learning and Talent in Sport” brought considerable impact into physical training teacher education in the Danish environment, implementing innovative ideas of the close connection between learning abilities and physical activities. The research findings may be used in reforming physical training teacher education in Ukraine, especially its transformation from traditional to innovative type by means of the overall implementation of the modern strategies, assimilating movement and physical exercises into the teaching process.
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Introduction

At the present stage of social development, the majority of countries in the world pay great attention to the health conditions of their nations, and physical culture and sport are regarded as vehicles for health promotion [1]. Physical education provides an excellent opportunity for all to learn and practice sport skills that will enhance lifelong fitness and good health. Moreover, mastery of the basic sport skills will help young people to perform and understand the value of physical activities better in their future life, at work or during leisure time [2]. However, in European dimension, physical education is not limited to training in sport skills and has more than just an entertaining aspect [3]. Involvement in physical activities brings knowledge and insight centered on principles and concepts of the 21st-century learning skills. They may be regarded as: social inclusion (awareness linked to personal interaction and teamwork), competitiveness (rules of the game and fair play), continuous personal development and tactics of individual growth [4].

With the increase of the physical and mental health problems caused by sedentary lifestyles and obesity, all European countries recognize the importance of physical education at all levels [5]. A significant role in this process is given to teachers of physical training. They are considered to be carriers of the health values of a developed society and without their active participation, progressive changes are impossible. Teachers play a key role in transmitting the policy aims of physical and sports education into effective practice at school [6]. Educators themselves, embodying the concept of a “healthy nation”, are able to target their students to mastering basic sport skills (including healthy lifestyle) [7]. These skills will help young citizens to be prepared better for employment difficulties in the international labor market adapting to work and live in an epoch of fast change, physical and psychological pressure [8].

The social and educational functions of sport are recognized by the 2009 Lisbon Treaty. Article 165 is regarded by the European Union as a legal basis for a new competence on physical training and sport. It calls pedagogic communities for action to develop the European dimension in sports education [9]. So teachers should be prepared for the intensive increase in promoting the development of physical education and sport activity in the school learning process. Thus, physical training, sport and healthy lifestyle must become an integral part of the professional education of a modern teacher.

However, it should be emphasized that from the point of view of physical training teachers professional education in Ukraine there are quite serious contradictions. On the one hand, on a country-wide basis, there is a clear tendency to reform the entire system of teacher education. On the other hand, limited access to information sources, lack of coordination, internal resistance to innovations at local levels prevent educational institutions from meeting their strategic goals to train high-quality specialists with the 21st-century skills and competencies. Therefore
Ukrainian specialists find it difficult to compete in the international labor market [10]. In order to overcome such contradictions, it is necessary to make a substantial upgrade of the entire education system in the country including the professional education of physical training teachers. We consider that a comparative study will contribute to a better understanding of educational situation with the professional teacher training system in advanced European countries and will help to justify new approaches to training of future PT teachers in Ukraine.

The subject matter of our study is the professional teacher training system structure in Denmark. We consider this focus to be essential since Denmark has gained positive experience in creating its own strategic plans for reforming all the teacher education structural components. Moreover these transformations were based on the widespread political will to develop and encourage sports activities as a determinant of social well-being and health [11].

In the context of our research, comparative analysis of teacher education systems around the world is valuable. The general trends in the development of humanistic pedagogic education in democratic states were highlighted by Ukrainian comparativists: Mukan [12], Lytovchenko and Ogienko [13]. The principles of the organization of teacher training in higher education institutions of European countries were revealed by Tezikova and Pukhovska [14], Leshchenko et al. [15]. The analysis of scientific sources made it possible to state that different aspects of physical training in the system of Ukrainian education are investigated in the works of such scholars as Ivashchenko and Moskalenko [16]. Different physical education practices in Ukraine during its transition into European environment were substantiated by Krasilshchikov et al. [10].

Our comparative study of modern European environment demonstrated that the number of studies on the subject of physical training and health education has increased significantly. The results show that the subject matter of pedagogical practices with training of students to some sports techniques and development of sport biology in context of the population health and physical activity are investigated by American and European scholars. Thus Warner (USA) [17], Lübrowska et al. (Poland) [18] research the issues relating to the theory and practice of physical activity, sports and health. The role of sport in the context of education and as a means of healthy lifestyles in European dimension were discussed in the works of Naul (Germany) [19, 20], Matthiessen et al. [9].

Although comparative research in physical training and sport is growing, investigation into the subject of PT teachers training in European countries are still, with a few exceptions, rare [21]. Nevertheless the content analysis of the received data from pedagogical literature and dissertations has demonstrated that the problem of professional education of a physical training teacher in Danish environment, was not the issue of a systematic study. So that is why, we think it requires the special inquiry.

More specifically the following goals will be considered:
1) to examine the structure of physical training teacher professional education in Denmark;
2) to define and characterize the basic physical education projects through their influence on the PT teachers programs content, and;
3) to identify the area of PT teacher professional competence in Danish educational dimension.

Materials and methods.

Data sources.

Data for this study were collected using the systematic, synergetic, culturological, axiological approaches to the comparative analysis of pedagogical phenomena. Basic information was gathered from multiple sources of Ukrainian, European and Danish educational environments at various time points from 1990 till 2019. We choose more than three social and cultural generations of 50 scientific articles that researched the topic of physical education. The following sources were analyzed: Eurydice reports and monitoring on physical education and sport in Europe; documents of European Physical Education Association (EUPESA); Denmark physical activity factsheets; Bachelors and Masters programs of Danish-style physical education and sport in VIA University College, Gerlev Physical Education and Sports Academy, University of Southern Denmark; B.Ed. programs for primary and lower secondary school teachers approved by Danish Ministry of Education and Science; European pedagogical periodicals, in particular: European Journal of Education, European Educational Research Journal, Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research, Pedagogik, DPU Quarterly: Teacher Education, Årbog for Dansk Skolehistorie; materials and theses of scientific conferences conducted by national and international scientific organizations on problems of teachers professional training.

Research Design

The systematic search of the European documents was conducted in three stages.

The first stage was “material collection”. This stage included compellation of existing research data (in the Internet base) according to the object of the conducted study. The second stage was “selection and inclusion”. The information was selected for its inclusion into the current study within the publication context, dates limits, publication languages – English and Danish. The third stage “synthesis completion” was conducted through both writing up and live-discussions of the research results and critical feedback from Nordic and Ukrainian scholars.

Qualitative analysis

The data collection took place via Internet resources, in a short-term research project within the funds of the Royal Library of Denmark in Copenhagen and during the author’s personal participation in European ECER Conferences, arranged in Denmark and Nordic countries.

A case study has been used to formulate structural characteristics of PT teacher training in its functional
connectivity with the Danish educational system [22]. Using a case study approach that includes qualitative methods and is based on analytical induction and generalization, a “contextualized comparison” has been carried out to identify characteristic features of teacher education in institutions of higher learning of Denmark and to explore the process in chronological order [23].

Results

Features of PT teacher education in Denmark

For a detailed study of the physical training and health teachers professional education model in Denmark, let us dwell on the general characteristics of this country’s initiatives in this sphere. Our research reveals that in the European educational setting, Denmark is considered to be the country that takes constant care of different aspects of the population’s health-related behaviors, focusing on developing a sports culture in schools and different educational institutions [24]. The new Political Agreement on Sports (Politisk stemmeafale om idræt), adopted in May 2014, launched the Danish strategy of “healthy nation” using a so-called “sports-for-all” approach [25]. In the result two main action plans have been started in Denmark to further enhance physical activity: 1) the updated Folkeskole Act of 2014, focusing on improving physical activity in schools [26] and 2) the campaign “Learning in motion” (Læræng i bevægelse) [27]. The latter aimed at encouraging future teachers to choose physical training and health as their core subject and to expand the incorporation of PT technologies into all levels of overall Danish education system.

This means that Denmark calls for new generation teachers, pedagogically competent in their PT subjects. Danish teachers should be able to organize and practice in sports and physical activities, to promote a healthy way of life, to increase the motivation of young people for physical exercise, involving them in various sports that develop healthy life thinking [27]. To do this, future PT teachers should receive appropriate initial education and continuous professional development [28].

Analysis of the curriculum documents and results of surveys show that Denmark goes its own way and has its own strategy in the direction of physical training and health teachers professional education [29].

We distinguish two peculiar features in Danish teacher education: 1) Denmark is the only Nordic country that has a dual system of teacher education; 2) the Bachelor degree in education qualifies to be a teacher in two or three subjects (not in one as in Ukraine and the majority of European countries).

So, we continue our analysis, taking into account these above-mentioned characteristics. It is necessary here to clarify exactly what is meant by “duality” in Danish dimension. In this paper, duality is defined as “the dual perspective” for future teachers to receive tertiary education both in the professional sector, represented by university colleges and academic sector, represented by universities [30, 31]. Teachers are needed in Danish schools of two levels [32]: 1) Folkeskoles (public secondary schools) and 2) Højskoles (public and private upper secondary schools). So appropriately there are two basic types of teacher education programs: medium-term and long-term programs [29].

Universities and colleges in the structure of Danish physical training and health teacher education

Our research has tended to focus on the fact that approximately two-thirds of qualified physical training and health teachers work in Danish primary and lower secondary schools [31]. They have to complete a medium-term (mellemfristet videregående uddannelse - MVU) Bachelor of Education program. From the first of January 2008, the medium-term training programs (MVU) for Danish PT teachers of secondary schools are equivalent to 240 European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) [31]. Four years of specialized pedagogical training are implemented in 8 university colleges, which are unique Danish non-profit institutions under public administration. VIA University College, University College of South Denmark, UCC University College, Gerlev Physical Education and Sports Academy are famous for their special, unique educational programs for physical training and health teachers.

It is important to note that the final third of physical training and health teachers in Denmark are mainly involved in teaching for upper secondary schools (both public and private), vocational colleges, adult education, and social institutions [31]. Moreover, there are famous all over the world “Athletic”, “Gymnastics and Sports” folk high schools, founded by gymnast and educator Niels Ebbesen Mortensen Bukh [33]. These schools have special focus on physical education, where about half of the course is dedicated to sports, while the other half is of more general education [19]. Teachers in such institutions must accomplish research-based long-term Master of Education programs (langsigtet videregående uddannelse - LVU) in universities [20].

The flexibility of Danish pedagogical education is easy to demonstrate by the fact that any student, having completed a medium-term program, can become a student of a long-term one through the system of credit units enrollment. After the first three years of professional education at the university, a Bachelor’s degree is awarded. Bachelor’s degree in a PT teacher training program may be both the final point or the starting part in the educational trajectory change. Pedagogic education may continue to the Master’s degree, as well as the Doctor of Philosophy (Filosofisk doktor - PhD) or the Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences (læge i pædagogiske Videnskaber) [34].

In the result of the postmodern reforms, the Danish government reduces the number of universities from 12 to 8, five of which combine several pedagogic faculties, including physical training, sports, and health. Universities in Denmark have a high degree of autonomy and self-governance [35]. The first place in the structure of PT education belongs to the University of Copenhagen (Københavns Universitet), the oldest university in the country with almost twenty-six thousand students. Aarhus
University (Aarhus Univeristet), established in 1928 as a private institution, after the recent transformation, is operating under the control of the Danish Ministry of Education; and is almost twice as small as the University of Copenhagen. The youngest university in which PT teachers are trained is located in Odense (Odense Universitet/SDU). It trains 5,500 students, one-third of whom studies sport culture and humanities [36].

From 2011 the University of Southern Denmark takes an active part in the research-based projects “The Child Database” (Beredatbasen) [37]. It has become compulsory for Danish schools to report on school-children progress in physical activity, making it possible to evaluate the effect of increased schools PT on pupils’ body composition. These data are collected and assessed by the researchers of the University of Southern Denmark. Thus the implementation and the effects of a nationwide school-based health initiative on PE and PA are objectively measured. These results influence both teacher education content and research. Our analysis demonstrates that this practice is unique for the Danish environment – corresponding national routine surveillance of PA does not exist in any European country [38].

A major reform of teacher education in Denmark has as its guiding principles: deregulation, internationalization and a strong connection between teacher training and the needs of the Danish public school system [37]. In recent years Denmark suffers from an insufficient number of teaching staff for secondary schools. Thus in 2015, the number of admissions to Danish pedagogical higher education institutions was 2,943 students, compared with 3,710 applicants in 2011 [31]. So the Danish Ministry of Education submitted for consideration a special credit transfer program for mobile training of teachers for schools at all levels. In the result, an alternative pathway to obtaining teacher qualification in physical training is the merit-teacher program, which addresses students with prior vocational work experience or a higher education degree. This allows students to transfer credits from relevant (vocational) experience to the teacher education. Consequently, the program is comparatively short and lasts only for two and a half years, comprising 150 ECTS. Therefore more teachers in a shorter period of time may join pedagogic teams satisfying labor market needs as well as the interests of every particular Danish school [36]. In such a way, in the result of current transformations, short-term (kortvarig videregående uddannelse - KVU) programs recently became available in Danish PT teacher education [35].

The current study found that the characteristic feature of physical education in Denmark schools is that it is sport and health-focused (the Folkeskole subject is called “Physical Training and Health”) [39]. Danish professional PT teachers hold the general view that schools, Folkeskoles, first and foremost are much more than just a place of a child education. They have a much wider social function, which is to prepare future members of a democratic society for adulthood and to make young people aware of responsibility for their own lives, showing them how to be socially involved in a local community [40]. So the traditional task of a physical training teacher, consisting in the formation of sports skills and physical abilities of students, has gone away into the past [41]. Danish PT teachers today see their mission in the development of personal and social 21st-century skills such as active citizenship and personal independence, self-esteem, self-efficacy, leadership, ability to work in a team, self-confidence, collaboration, competition, healthy way of life including mental well-being, etc [42].

Discussion

In this section of our analysis we want to discuss the influence of the basic Danish physical training and sport focused projects on PT teachers education content.

Our research demonstrates that the situation with physical education in Denmark was not always as positive as it is at present moment. Danish schools experienced gradual reduction from seven to four lessons a week in 1937, from four to three in 1960, from three to two in 1980 [21]. Only over last ten years, when this country chooses sports-for-all model, the situation has changed [43].

Denmark becomes a pioneer in the development of the global initiative “Learning in motion”. We must stress that Danish physical education is characterized by sports-oriented secondary schools, offering sports as either a specific program or as an available option with extra physical education lessons [43]. As we have already mentioned, in the Danish democratic environment, physical education and health instructors are also teachers of two other subjects. So very often they aim for flexibility concerning physical activities, general motoric development, and different learning approaches to support education in a broader holistic sense [42]. Background for this position lies in the ideas of the research program LET’S (Learning and Talent in Sport), belonging to Physical education and innovative teaching, founded by the University of Southern Denmark (SDU), Department of Sports science and Clinical Biomechanics. LET’S scholars investigate practical experiences by implementing innovative ideas and strategies in physical education and sport, making action transformation in sports practice and learning [39]. From the point of view of Danish LET’S program researchers, there is a close connection between learning abilities and physical movement or sports activities. The Danish Evaluation institute together with LET’S has conducted an assessment, showing that physical activity has a positive impact on pupils’ learning environment. In particular, the findings show a positive influence on the students’ motivation to learn, as well as on their communicational skills and their social environment [44].

Taking into account these conclusions, the project “Put the school into motion” (Sæt skolen i bevægelse) initiated the new integrated cross-subject educational curriculum for future PT teachers in colleges and universities [43]. This curriculum constructed around modules that will help future Danish teachers of primary and lower-
secondary schools to assimilate movement and physical exercises into their teaching, in order to strengthen the pupils’ learning, health, resilience, and well-being [45].

These three modules are the following:

1) the first module, “integration”, a course, in which the students teachers are educated in the various ways of integrating movement into their teaching of core subjects (very often the supported subjects could be Mathematics, Physics, English or Social Science);

2) the second module, “study in motion”, gives a wide variety of exercises, methods, tools and strategies which the future teachers can incorporate into their teaching in order to encourage movement and creativity;

3) the third module, “practical physical training”, these are classes of competitions, games, outdoor activities and ideas of healthy way of life [39, 46].

As PT teachers educational curriculum in Danish colleges and universities consists of four main blocks: 1) educational subjects in the form of general educational theory, psychology, and educational science; 2) citizenship/livsoplysning; 3) two or three core subjects (physical training among them); 4) teaching practice. Consequently the abovementioned modules are incorporated into almost all the subject blocks of the curriculum [36].

The purpose of these interdisciplinary modules is, on one hand, to support future teachers to combine theoretical knowledge, practical ideas, and skills with the latest research on the connection between learning abilities and physical movement or activities [47]. Our study has demonstrated that Danish scholars in pedagogy and psychology press the point that pupil’s learning abilities are contingent upon both concentrations, psychological, physiological, social and cognitive aspects [30]. Such a learning approach aims at making the teaching situation more benign for learning abilities to thrive by stimulating some of these aspects through movement and physical exercises [48]. On the other hand, the modules (especially the third one) provide particular ideas on how to make physical training lessons more efficient, applying different new movement activities such as motoric fundamentals, traditional games, brain-break exercises, body-balance control or minor aerobic challenges [49].

Another important aspect that we want to discuss in this study is what competences a teacher of physical training and health should have to be efficient in Danish classroom environment. In European pedagogical research the term “competence” is an evaluative [50]. It denotes the ability of a teacher to use knowledge and skills in practical professional activities [51]. In total such education program content encourages five levels of PT teacher competence development:

- first - knowledge about how to implement and combine learning abilities with physical activity;
- second - ability to design teaching in various subjects where physical activities and movement are included and support the learning objectives;
- third - knowledge about using physical activities within the subjects, as in-between ‘brain breaks’ or co-curricular subject-connections;
- fourth - ideas for physical activities and motoric fundamentals;
- fifth - ability to initiate innovation processes and develop activities according to the student’s age, level, and learning content [46, 52].

This competence area represents the strategic goal for future sport-focused teacher education in Denmark. The suggested competence levels may be regarded as that way in which all the transformations in the education of physical training and health teachers for Danish schools should be directed [42]. Our analysis of the advanced features of the sport-related pedagogic education system in Denmark makes it possible to formulate our own effective strategy bringing transformational changes into physical training as an important component of Ukrainian teacher education.

Conclusions
Thus, the conducted study allows us to make the following conclusions:

- the peculiar feature of physical training teacher professional education model in Denmark is its duality or the twofold perspective for the future PT teachers to receive tertiary education both in the professional sector, represented by university colleges and also academic sector, represented by universities;
- three major projects: “Learning in motion”, “Put the school into motion”, and research program LET’S (Learning and Talent in Sport) brought considerable impact into PT teacher education in the Danish environment, implementing innovative ideas of the close connection between learning abilities and physical movement or sports activities;
- five main professional competency levels may be regarded as a strategic goal for future sport-focused PT teacher education in Denmark.

The analysis of Danish experience may be used in reforming physical training and sports education in Ukraine, especially its transformation from traditional to innovative type by means of the overall implementation of the modern strategies, assimilating movement and physical exercises into the teaching process.

Suggestions for further research
We assume that the results drawn from this particular study may provide a clearer picture of general prospects for the use of Danish experience in the Ukrainian educational environment. They may comprise the following:

- transformations in teacher education structure - duality in structure and flexibility of Danish PT teacher education programs should be good practice for Ukraine. These include the variety for student choice of subjects and elements within the program, not least the limitations on the preference of key school subjects. It also implies the possibilities for credit transfer from different types of higher education including university study program for example in special semiautonomous professional institutions, so-called Centers for Higher Education (university colleges, CVUs) to the teacher education program.
program, and vice versa;
- co-existence of long-term (broad) programs; medium-term and short-term (narrow) programs in PT teachers professional training. “Broad educational programs will generally appeal to students whose motives for education are part of their desire to develop themselves as persons. They can start a study program with the aim of finding out in the process who they are and want to be, and then later adopt a more specific plan for education and career. Narrow educational programs, on the other hand, will appeal to students who take a stronger interest in professional skills and work in personal development [34, p.11];
- Danish training concept of a school teacher not of one, but of two or even three core subjects (at the request of a student-teacher) can become a perspective on the basic level of Ukrainian lifelong pedagogic education system. At the same time, Danish experience shows that the main subjects of specialization should not be related (since such experience in training of teachers of Ukrainian and foreign languages or mathematics and physics already exists in Ukraine). Wider specialization profile of future teachers will give an opportunity to the Ukrainian higher pedagogical educational institutions to be more flexible to respond to the needs of the regions and the country as a whole.

This research is not exhaustive. The importance of the discussed problems determines the necessity of their continuous study. We see the prospects for further comparative investigation in the design of the content and methods for the formation of professional competencies for the PT teachers of various educational programs both in Nordic and Ukrainian dimensions.
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